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Simulations of time-dependent fuorescence in nano-confned solvents 
Ward H. Thompson 
Department of Chemistry, University of Kansas, Lawrence, Kansas 66045 

~Received 22 December 2003; accepted 9 February 2004! 

The time-dependent fuorescence of a model diatomic molecule with a charge-transfer electronic 
transition in confned solvents has been simulated. The effect of confning the solvent is examined 
by comparing results for solutions contained within hydrophobic spherical cavities of varying size 
~radii of 10–20 Å!. In previous work @J. Chem. Phys. 118, 6618 ~2002!# it was found that the solute 
position in the cavity critically affects the absorption and fuorescence spectra and their dependence 
on cavity size. Here we examine the effect of cavity size on the time-dependent fuorescence, a 
common experimental probe of solvent dynamics. The present results confrm a prediction that 
motion of the solute in the cavity after excitation can be important in the time-dependent 
fuorescence. The effects of solvent density are also considered. The results are discussed in the 
context of interpreting time-dependent fuorescence measurements of confned solvent systems. 
© 2004 American Institute of Physics. @DOI: 10.1063/1.1691391# 
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I. INTRODUCTION 

There has recently been increasing interest in the ch
cal dynamics of confned solvents.1–38 This derives from the
ability of chemists to synthesize materials that are struct
on the nanometer length scale38–42 and the desire to use the
materials to carry out useful chemistry or to understand
chemistry in similar systems found in nature. Despite 
advances in synthetic techniques, our understanding
chemistry in solvents confned in nanometer-size cavitie
pores is still relatively limited. Ultimately one would like 
design nanostructured materials adapted for specifc rea
or spectroscopic purposes, e.g., catalysis or sensing, by
trolling the cavity/pore size, geometry, and surface chem
try. In order to develop guidelines for this design, we m
frst understand how the characteristics of a cavity affect
chemistry. These effects should be particularly pronoun
when the chemical process of interest involves charge tr
fer and is therefore intimately coupled to the solv
dynamics.43,44 Theoretical and simulation approaches can
useful in this context since the cavity properties ~including 
size! can be straightforwardly controlled and varied, isol
ing their effects. This is the focus of this paper and a pr
ous paper45 ~henceforth referred to as paper I!. 

One of the primary techniques for probing the chang
solvent dynamics upon confnement is to measure the t
dependent fuorescence ~TDF! of a dissolved chromophore.46 

Such measurements have been carried out by Levinge
co-workers in a wide variety of reverse micelles,9–15 Bhatta-
charyya and co-workers in reverse micelles, vesicles, 
gels, and zeolites,4–8  Baumann et al. in sol-gels,16,17 and a 

18–25 number of other groups. In paper I we found tha
chromophore with a charge transfer transition in a hydrop
bic spherical nanometer-scale cavity displays different tre
in the steady-state absorption and fuorescence spectra
cavity size. ~The model solute, solvent, and nanocavity s
tem are briefy described in Sec. II; additional details may
found in paper I.! Specifcally, the fuorescence spectrum
0021-9606/2004/120(17)/8125/9/$22.00 812
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redshifted as the cavity radius is increased while the abs
tion spectrum is essentially unchanged. This behavior ca
understood based on the solute position: In the ground 
the solute has a relatively small dipole moment and is m
likely found near the cavity wall, excluded by the solvent.
the excited state, the solute dipole moment is large and
solute is most likely to be found fully solvated near the c
ter of the cavity.47 Thus, in paper I we predicted that th
time-dependent fuorescence of such a chromophore 
spherical nanometer-scale cavity will exhibit characteris
due to the change in the chromophore position in the ca
after excitation. In this paper, we present nonequilibrium m
lecular dynamics simulations of the TDF spectra; the de
of the calculations are given in Sec. III. In Sec. IV w
present the results of the calculations that confrm this 
diction, examine the relationship between the TDF spe
and cavity size, and compare with previous experimental
theoretical studies. 

II. NANOCAVITY SYSTEM 

In Sec. IV the results of simulations of a solute dissolv
in a solvent confned inside a spherical nanocavity are 
sented. The solute is a model diatomic molecule ~hereafter 
denoted as AB with Lennard-Jones and Coulombic inte
tions. The details of the model are given in paper I. Brie
the A and B Lennard-Jones parameters are the same an
independent of electronic state. The two electronic states
related by a charge-transfer transition (mgr51.44 D, mex 

57.2 D) with the excited state 2 eV higher in energy than 
ground state. Though a two valence bond state model48 is 
used the electronic coupling is suffciently small ~0.01 eV! 
that these simulations involve effectively fxed charges in 
two electronic states. Simulations have been carried out 
a CH3I solvent using the rigid molecule model of Freit
et al.49 for CH3I ( ebulk57). In this model the methyl grou
is treated as a ‘‘unifed atom.’’ 
5 © 2004 American Institute of Physics 
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The model for cavity-molecule interactions is the sa
as in paper I.32,33 The interactions of the solute and solve
molecules with the cavity walls involve only Lennard-Jon
interactions.32,33 The potential depends only on the radial d
tance of the Lennard-Jones site on the molecule from
center of the cavity. We consider two solvent densit
r51.4 g/cm3 and 2.0 g/cm3 ~the bulk density of CH3I is  
2.279 g/cm3!.50 The density of the solution inside the cav
is taken to be approximately the same for a given solven
the cavity size is varied. Note that the actual densities 
be slightly less than these nominal densities since for a f
cavity size it is not possible to attain an arbitrary density. 
volume used in calculating this density is obtained by red
ing the nominal cavity radius by 0.5swall (swall is the effec-
tive Lennard-Jones radius of the cavity wall! to approxi-
mately account for the excluded volume, a quantity t
changes signifcantly with cavity size. The cavity radi
Rcav , is taken to be 10, 12, 15 Å for both densities and a
Å radius cavity is also considered for r51.4 g/cm3. 

III. NONEQUILIBRIUM MOLECULAR DYNAMICS 
SIMULATIONS 

A. Nanocavity simulations 

Molecular dynamics ~MD! simulations were carried ou
in the NVT ensemble. The time-dependent fuoresce
simulations were initiated with a long equilibration run ~1 ns! 
in the electronic ground state. The molecule was then 
moted to the excited state and the fuorescence en
DEf(t)5Eex(t)2Egr(t), was monitored as a function o
time for 70 ps ~r51.4 g/cm3! or 100 ps ~r52.0 g/cm3!. The 
system was then returned to its confguration just prio
excitation and propagated in the electronic ground state
10 ps when the solute molecule was again excited and
TDF data collected. This process was repeated to obta
total of 1200 nonequilibrium trajectories for each cavity a
density. The TDF result can be plotted as the time-depen
Stokes shift, ̂DEf(t)2DEf(0)&, or normalized in the usua
way as 

^DEf~ t !2DEf~`!& 
S~ t !5 . ~3.1!

^DEf~0!2DEf~`!& 

Here, DEf(`) is taken from an average of DEf(t) over the 
last 10 ps of the nonequilibrium dynamics. We have not
counted for any fuorescence lifetime. 

In these systems there can be a signifcant differe
between microcanonical ~NVE! and canonical ~NVT! results 
due to the small number of molecules ~and perhaps the
solvent-cavity interactions!. Specifcally, the absorption an
fuorescence spectra and the TDF can all be different
tween the two ensembles. We have chosen to use an 
ensemble in order to compare with our previous Monte C
simulations. However, the sensitivity of the results indica
that in some confned systems the particular ensemble a
priate to a specifc experiment may not always be clear.

To sample a canonical ensemble we used a No´– 
Poincare´ thermostat.51 A Verlet leapfrog integrator was use
with a time step of 1 fs. This approach has the advantag
providing a physical, evenly spaced time variable in 
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equations-of-motion. It is important to note that the NV
dynamics were used only for the equilibration stages w
T5298 K. No thermostat was applied to the nonequilibri
dynamics during which the TDF signal was collected. T
average temperature rose slightly during this period. Test
culations revealed only slight differences between this 
proach and an implementation of the thermostat for all 
namics. 

B. Bulk simulations 

We have also carried out nonequilibrium MD simu
tions in bulk CH3I ~r52.0 g/cm3! to provide a comparison
with the nanocavity results. In these simulations 255 solv
molecules and one AB solute molecule were simulated w
periodic boundary conditions. The box length was 31.12
and the interactions were smoothly truncated at a cutoff
dius of 15.55 Å. ~This treatment of the long-range intera
tions limits the usefulness of the bulk simulations to obta
ing time scales for the time-dependent fuorescence; abs
fuorescence energies are not accurately reproduced.! A total 
of 160 nonequilibrium trajectories were propagated for 40
each using the same procedure described in Sec. III A. 

IV. RESULTS 
3A. rÄ1.4 gÕcm 

We frst consider the case of the solute dissolved in 
thyl iodide solvent at a relatively low density, 1.4 g/cm3. 
~This was the density used to obtain most of the result
paper I.! The unnormalized and normalized time-depend
Stokes shift functions are shown for this system in Fig
There are a couple of points to note regarding these res
First, S(t) decays on multiple time scales. In fact, the de
is best ft by three exponentials, 

2t/t3,S~ t !5A1e2t/t11A2e2t/t21A3e ~4.1! 

with time scales of t1;300 fs, t2;2.5 ps, and t3;15 ps 
~see Table I!. Second, there is no clear trend in S(t) with 
cavity size, particularly for the radii larger than 10 Å. As
clear from the inset, this is true at both short and long tim
From Table I it can be seen that the decay times, t i , in Eq. 
~4.1! are essentially independent of cavity size while the a
plitudes, Ai , exhibit a weak, nonmonotonic dependen
There is a clear trend in the unnormalized TDF result sin
the Stokes shift increases with the cavity size. 

Free energy surfaces shown in paper I indicate that a
excitation the relaxation of the solvent polarization should
accompanied by solute motion ~from near the cavity wall
toward the interior!. However, those Monte Carlo simu
tions could not address the time scale of the solute motio
how it affects S(t). The solute position is obtained in th
nonequilibrium MD simulations and the results are shown
Fig. 2, in which the average change in distance from 
cavity wall, ̂ Dd(t)&5^d(t)&2^d(0)&, is plotted vs time for
different cavity radii. In all cases the solute does, on aver
move away from the cavity wall ~toward the interior! with a 
time scale of ;15–25 ps ~see Table II!. This correspond
well to the longest time scale in the decay of the Stokes 
function in Fig. 1. It is important to note that the fuoresce
IP license or copyright, see http://jcp.aip.org/jcp/copyright.jsp 
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FIG. 1. The normalized ~top! and unnormalized ~bottom! time-dependent
Stokes shift functions are plotted as a function of time for the solute in C3I 
with a density of 1.4 g/cm3. Results are shown for cavities of radii 10 
~thick solid line!, 12 Å  ~thick dashed line!, 15 Å  ~thin solid line!, and 20 Å
~thin dashed line!. The short-time results are shown in the inset. 

spectrum of the solute is strongly correlated with its posi
in the cavity. This is illustrated in Fig. 3, which shows t
fuorescence spectra for solutes with fxed radial position
a 15 Å radius cavity. ~These spectra are obtained by Mon
Carlo simulations in which the solute center-of-mass is fx
details are given in Ref. 45.! The fuorescence spectru
shifts to longer wavelengths and broadens for solute p
tions further in the interior. It is also relevant that the s
begins to saturate as the radial distance is decreased, in
ing the effect of solute motion on S(t) is reduced for solute
in the cavity interior. Thus, the longest time scale for S(t) 

TABLE I. The values obtained from ftting the time-dependent Stokes 
for r51.4 g/cm3 and 2.0 g/cm3 by Eq. ~4.1!. ~Error bars are based on es
mated 95% confdence limits.! 

Rcav 

~Å! A1 t1 (fs) A2 t2 (ps) A3 t3 (ps) 

r51.4 g/cm3 

10 0.6060.02 293630 0.2360.03 2.860.5 0.1760.04 16.263.0 
12 0.5660.02 301630 0.1960.03 2.760.6 0.2560.04 16.562.5 
15 0.5260.02 271640 0.2360.03 2.260.5 0.2560.04 16.262.5 
20 0.5760.02 286640 0.2160.03 3.060.7 0.2260.04 14.762.5 

r52.0 g/cm3 

10 0.4860.01 259635 0.4060.02 1.760.2 0.1260.03 37.766 
12 0.5060.01 301635 0.3560.02 1.960.3 0.1560.03 39.965 
15 0.5560.01 271630 0.2860.02 1.860.3 0.1760.03 30.864 
bulk 0.8160.04 267650 0.1960.04 1.960.5 ¯ ¯ 
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FIG. 2. The time-dependent solute position is shown as a function of 
after excitation in CH3I with a density of 1.4 g/cm3. The position is plotted
as the average change in the distance of the solute center-of-mass fro
cavity wall and is shown for cavities with radii of 10 Å ~thick solid line!, 12  
Å ~thick dashed line!, 15 Å  ~thin solid line!, and 20 Å ~thin dashed line!. 

decay should be somewhat shorter than that for the re
ation in the solute position and this is observed. 

3B. rÄ2.0 gÕcm 

We now consider results for a solute in a methyl iod
solvent nearer the bulk density. These simulations, which
more directly comparable to experimental measurements
dress whether the qualitative behavior changes from the
density case and how the time scales for solvent relaxa
and solute motion change with density. The unnormali
and normalized time-dependent Stokes shifts are show
Fig. 4 for cavity radii of 10, 12, and 15 Å. As in the r51.4 
g/cm3 case the time decay is multiexponential. Fits to S(t) 
using Eq. ~4.1! yield time constants of t1;300 fs, t2 

;2 ps, and t3;30– 40 ps ~see Table I!. As for the lowe
density, there is not a straightforward dependence of S(t) on  
cavity size while the unnormalized Stokes shift again 
creases with cavity size. The fastest two decay times, t1 and 
t2 , are independent of cavity size while t3 is smaller for the
Rcav515 Å cavity ~see Table I!. In contrast to the lower de

TABLE II. Values obtained from ftting the average time-dependent so
position, ̂ Dd(t)& after excitation for r51.4 g/cm3 and 2.0 g/cm3. ~Error 
bars are based on estimated 95% confdence limits.! 

2t/td)^Dd(t)&5D(12e

Rcav (Å) D td (ps) 

10 1.6060.03 14.261.0 
12 2.4060.04 18.761.0 
15 2.9060.05 21.361.0 
20 3.3260.05 23.761.1 

^Dd(t)&5D(12B1e2t/td12B2et/td2) 

Rcav (Å) D B1 td1 (ps) B2 td2 (ps) 

10 
12 
15 

3.4460.06 
2.3960.03 
2.6060.03 

0.04660.003 
0.06560.005 
0.06660.006 

1.460.4 
1.460.5 
1.560.6 

0.95460.003 
0.93560.005 
0.93460.006 

34269 
11962 
7262 
IP license or copyright, see http://jcp.aip.org/jcp/copyright.jsp 
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FIG. 3. Fluorescence spectra for solutes held at fxed distances from
cavity center for a 15 Å radius cavity, r51.4 g/cm3. The solid ~dashed! lines 
represent distances from the cavity wall of 3, 7, and 11 Å ~5, 9, 13 Å! from 
left to right. 

sity case, the amplitudes, Ai , have a monotonic dependen
on cavity size with A1 and A3 increasing with Rcav and A2 

decreasing. 
The average change in solute position after excitatio

shown in Fig. 5. Clearly the solute moves toward the ce
of the cavity on the time scale of the decay of S(t). In 
comparison to the r51.4 g/cm3 results the solute motion i
signifcantly slower ~relaxation to the excited state equili
rium distribution is not completed in the 100 ps duration
the nonequilibrium trajectories! and it has a distinct biexpo
nential time-dependence with a fast, but small, initial cha
in ;1.5 ps followed by much slower relaxation to the eq
librium solute position distribution for the excited state ~see 
Table II!. Since the nonequilibrium MD simulations do n
extend to long enough times to recover the fnal, excited s
solute distribution the fts in Table II, particularly D and td2 , 
should be considered only as rough guides. In contrast t
lower density case, the solute motion becomes faster a
cavity radius is increased. 

V. DISCUSSION 

The time-dependent Stokes shift results presented in
IV display a number of interesting features including de
on multiple time scales, no clear trend with cavity size, 
changes with solvent density. In this section we discuss t
issues and compare the results to previous theoretical
experimental work. 

We begin by a general discussion of the three time sc
observed in the decay of S(t). The fast time scale ~;300 fs! 
in the time-dependent Stokes shift can be attributed to
inertial response of the solvent to the change in solute ch
distribution.46 At short times S(t) is actually Gaussian ~see 
the insets of Figs. 1 and 4! consistent with inertial dynamics
the exponential ft in Eq. ~4.1! is used only to determine 
rough time scale. The longest time scale of ;15–25 ps for
r51.4 g/cm3 and ;30–40 ps for r52.0 g/cm3 is related to
the solute motion after excitation. This is supported by 
results for ̂Dd(t)& shown in Figs. 2 and 5. The intermedia
time scale of ;1.5–3 ps is not as easily attributable thoug
likely involves primarily solvent reorientation since ~1! a 
Downloaded 14 Apr 2004 to 129.237.102.142. Redistribution subject to A
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FIG. 4. Same as Fig. 1 but for CH3I with a density of 2.0 g/cm3. @No results 
are shown for the cavity radius of 20 Å and S(t) results are shown by the
dotted–dashed line for the bulk solvent case.# 

similar time scale is observed as the long-time compone
the bulk solvent S(t) ~see Fig. 4 and Table I!, and ~2! the 
solute position changes only slightly on this time sca
Naturally, the contributions of solute motion and solvent 
sponse to the time-dependent Stokes shift are convolu
i.e., as the solute moves toward the cavity interior while 
solvent molecules are continually reorienting in respon
Thus, our discussion is subject to the caveat that it is
possible to unambiguously identify each time scale in 
decay of S(t) with that of the solute motion or solvent reo
entation alone. 

FIG. 5. Same as Fig. 2 but for CH3I with a density of 2.0 g/cm3. ~No results 
are shown for cavity radius of 20 Å.! 
IP license or copyright, see http://jcp.aip.org/jcp/copyright.jsp 
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FIG. 6. The solvent radial density obtained from Monte Carlo simulation
shown as a function of position in the cavity for r51.4 g/cm3, Rcav510 Å 
~thick solid line! and 15 Å  ~thick dashed line! and r52.0 g/cm3, Rcav 

510 Å ~thin solid line! and 15 Å ~thin dashed line!. 

3A. rÄ1.4 gÕcm 

Additional insight into the nonequilibrium dynamics f
the low density case can be obtained by dividing up 
contributions to S(t) based on the solute position at the tim
of excitation. In particular, there is a natural dividing po
presented by the solvent layering induced by the cavity w
This well-known phenomenon also affects the solute posi
distribution ~through the solute–solvent interactions! as was 
previously observed.45 The solvent radial density is shown 
Fig. 6 for different densities and cavity sizes. The solv
layering induced by the cavity wall is clearly observable a
the density modulations decrease as the cavity size incre
and as the total solution density decreases. Given this so
density the nonequilibrium trajectories can be divided i
those with solutes starting in the frst solvent layer next to
wall, shown in the top panel of Fig. 7, and those beginnin
the interior, shown in the bottom panel of Fig. 7. The div
ing radius is taken to be 6.5 Å, based on the solvent de
in Fig. 6 and Fig. 2 of paper I. ~Note that a total of 1200
trajectories are divided in this way so that the numbe
trajectories differs between the panels of Fig. 7 and va
with cavity size.! 

The time-dependent Stokes shift functions obtained
dividing the trajectories in this way do display a clear,
though not dramatic, trend with cavity size. For trajecto
starting near the cavity wall, S(t) decays more slowly the
larger the cavity size. The decay for these trajectories is 
best ft by three exponentials, with time scales comparab
those obtained for the total S(t). The primary differences
between these results and the total S(t), are in the ampli-
tudes, Ai , in Eq. ~4.1!. In fact, the decay times, t i are quite 
similar for the different cavity sizes. The difference in a
plitudes is related to the overlap of the ground and exc
state solute position distributions in the cavity. This gives
general, larger amplitudes for the ‘‘slow’’ component, A3 , 
the larger the cavity size. That is, if the ground and exc
state distributions are identical, there will be no change in
average solute position and A3.0, whereas if the distribu
tions are widely different A3 will be large. As is evident from
the Monte Carlo simulations presented in paper I, the ove
Downloaded 14 Apr 2004 to 129.237.102.142. Redistribution subject to A
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FIG. 7. The time-dependent Stokes shift is plotted for ~top panel! solutes in 
the frst solvent shell next to the cavity wall when excited, and ~bottom 
panel! the remaining solutes that are in the cavity interior when excited. 
results are for a solute in CH3I ~r51.4 g/cm3! and are shown for Rcav 

510 Å ~thick solid line!, 12 Å  ~thick dashed line!, 15 Å  ~thin solid line!, and
20 Å ~thin dashed line!. 

of these distributions is greater for smaller cavities and th
refected in the increasing A3 with increasing Rcav . The same
argument applies for trajectories beginning near the w
with the modifcation that the overlap of the distributions
this frst solvent layer is most relevant. 

The S(t) obtained from nonequilibrium trajectories sta
ing in the cavity interior is more strongly dependent on c
ity size. @Note that there is greater statistical error for th
cases since S(t) is constructed from only 58, 115, 243, a
439 trajectories for Rcav510, 12, 15, and 20 Å, respectivel
Thus, we focus on only the gross features.# One reason is
that for Rcav510, 12, and 15 Å the solute moves toward the 
cavity wall on average after excitation in these trajecto
while for Rcav520 Å the solute moves away from the cav
wall. This is shown in Fig. 8 which also clearly displays t
signifcant dependence of solute motion on cavity size 
trajectories starting in the interior. This solute motion lea
to a signifcant negative lobe ~that decays on an ;20 ps time 
scale! in S(t) for Rcav510 Å, a small negative lobe for 12 Å
and nearly double-exponential decay for 15 and 20 Å. 

3B. rÄ2.0 gÕcm 

In contrast to the r51.4 g/cm3 case, dividing the contri-
butions to S(t) based on the solute position at the time
excitation does not recover a trend with cavity size. Ho
ever, the same differences in ground and excited state s
IP license or copyright, see http://jcp.aip.org/jcp/copyright.jsp 
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FIG. 8. The time-dependent change in solute position ~shown in terms o
distance from the cavity wall! is plotted for ~top panel! solutes in the frst
solvent shell next to the cavity wall when excited, and ~bottom panel! the 
remaining solutes that are in the cavity interior when excited. The result
for a solute in CH3I ~r51.4 g/cm3! and are shown for Rcav510 Å ~thick 
solid line!, 12 Å  ~thick dashed line!, 15 Å  ~thin solid line!, and 20 Å ~thin 
dashed line!. 

position distributions that can be used to explain the de
dence of the amplitudes, Ai , in the lower density results ar
also relevant here. Specifcally, these amplitudes are pr
rily responsible for the lack of a trend. Note that the am
tudes corresponding to inertial dynamics, A1 , and solute mo-
tion, A3 both increase with Rcav while A2 , which is 
presumed to be dominated by solvent reorientational dyn
ics, decreases ~see Table I!. At the same time, the dec
times for inertial and reorientational solvation dynamics,t1 

and t2 , are essentially independent of cavity size ~and the 
same as for the bulk solvent! while t3 is the same for Rcav 

510 and 12 Å, but smaller for the 15 Å cavity. The relatio
ship of the amplitude A3 to the solute motion can be unde-
stood by examining the overlap between the solute gro
and excited state distributions; this overlap decreases a
cavity size increases leading to greater solute motion. A
same time, the solute motion is more rapid for the larg
cavity; this is in contrast to the lower density case but c
sistent with a less constrained solvent with increasing ca
size. The dependence of the amplitude A2 , associated prima
rily with solvent reorientational dynamics, on cavity si
may be somewhat counterintuitive. However, this dep
dence is likely due to two factors: ~1! The local solvent den
sity felt by the solute is larger in the smaller cavities wh
the solvent layering is more extreme, see Fig. 6. This giv
solvation effect that increases as Rcav decreases. ~2! The 
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ground state solute position distribution becomes less lo
ized near the cavity wall as the cavity size increases. 
means more molecules are in the cavity interior upon e
tation and the effective solvent density around the solute
creases as Rcav increases. Coupled with the decrease in A2 

with increasing cavity size is an increase in the amplitude
inertial dynamics, A1 . We also attribute this to the increas
local solvent densities for smaller cavities combined w
changes in the ground state solute position distribution w
reduce the magnitude of the inertial response while enh
ing the effect of solvent reorientational motion. 

The fast time scale for solute motion, td1 , can be under-
stood by examining the time-dependent solute position 
tributions after excitation ~not shown!. These distribution
show solute motion only within the frst solvent layer in t
frst 1.5 ps after excitation; virtually no solute moveme
between solvent layers is observed in the same time fra
Thus, the short-time solute motion, td1 , can be attributed to
intralayer motion and the long-time component, td2 , to in-
terlayer motion. This is in contrast to the r51.4 g/cm3 case 
where there is not a clearly observable separation of 
scales between intralayer and interlayer solute motion. 

The fast ̂ Dd(t)& time scale and the middle S(t) time 
scale coincide reasonably well. This ;2 ps decay is also
similar to the long-time component in the bulk TDF simu
tion ~see Table I!. This implies that the solvent reorientat
time is not strongly modifed by confnement in this case 
is accompanied by ~or involves! some solute motion. Ther
is not strong evidence for this model solute in CH3I at these 
densities to support a two-state model1 to describe the solva
tion dynamics. That is, no separation of time scales is 
served for solutes near the cavity wall versus in the inte
only for solvent reorientational motion versus solute moti
However, the statistics for nonequilibrium trajectories beg
ning in the cavity interior are not suffcient to draw a def
tive conclusion; it is clear that the multiple time scales o
served in the total S(t) cannot be attributed to differen
solvent reorientation times in the interior and near the ca
wall. Understanding how this result is related to propertie
the cavity, solute dye molecule, and the solvent will requ
further study. 

C. Comparisons with previous work 

1. Theoretical work 

There have been only a few theoretical studies of so
tion dynamics in nanoconfned solvents,30,34,35 most notably 
recent work by Nandi and Bagchi,30 Senapati and Chandra,35 

and Faeder and Ladanyi.34 

Senapati and Chandra35 were apparently the frst to
simulate the solvation dynamics in a nanoconfned solv
Their system consisted of a Stockmayer fuid in a spher
nanocavity ~similar to the one used here! and a Lennard-
Jones solute that is charged ~excited state! or neutral ~ground 
state!. They found that the solvation dynamics in a nano
ity exhibits a similar inertial relaxation, though with 
smaller amplitude, to that in the bulk solvent. In contrast,
long-time relaxation is ;4 times slower in the nanocavit
than in the bulk. In their simulations the solute position w
IP license or copyright, see http://jcp.aip.org/jcp/copyright.jsp 
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held fxed and thus they did not observe solute motion 
almost certainly would occur after excitation ~which in this 
case corresponds to adding a charge!. 

More recently, Faeder and Ladanyi34 simulated time-
dependent fuorescence dynamics in model aqueous re
micelles and hydrophobic cavities. Their hydrophobic cav
model,33 developed by Linse and Halle,32 is the same as tha
used here; the reverse micelle model consists of the s
cavity framework with fxed anionic headgroups and mob
cationic counterions added.33 The solvation dynamics wer
studied using an anionic diatomic probe molecule with s
metrically ~ground state, m50! or asymmetrically ~excited 
state, m57.76 D! distributed charge. They simulated the s
vation dynamics for the frst 2 ps after excitation and 
tained results that were relatively independent of the siz
the reverse micelle. In addition, the dynamics in the mo
reverse micelles were very similar to those in the hydrop
bic cavities. Their solute molecule is negatively charged
both the ground and excited states likely giving position 
tributions that are quite similar. In addition, the present
sults indicate any solute motion would likely take place o
time scale longer than 2 ps. 

Nandi and Bagchi30 have used a multishell continuu
model and molecular hydrodynamic theory to describe 
vation dynamics in cyclodextrin cavities corresponding
experimental measurements.20 In this case only a single so
vation shell of water is contained with the solute inside 
cavity and the size-dependence is not considered. 

2. Experimental work 

There has been a signifcant experimental work in re
years investigating solvation dynamics in nanoconfn
systems.3–27 One of the interesting and complicating aspe
of these studies is the wide range of different systems 
have been investigated. This can make the identifcatio
general principles for confned solvent dynamics diffcult;
this section we discuss previous work in the context of
present results with an emphasis on studies of cavity s
dependence. The reader is also referred to a recent revie
Bhattacharyya and Bagchi.29 

Levinger and co-workers have carried out extens
studies of solvation in reverse micelles by measuring ste
state spectra ~electronic and vibrational! and time-dependen
fuorescence.9–15 Specifcally, they have measured the tim
dependent emission of Coumarin 343 in ionic aqueous, i
formamide, and nonionic reverse micelles. They have in
tigated the effect of the solvent pool size, the surfactant,
the associated counterion. Typically they observe biexpo
tial or triexponential decay in S(t) with the shortest time
scale ~,300 fs! corresponding to inertial dynamics. Th
longest time scale ranges from a few picoseconds9 to hun-
dreds of picoseconds.10 One consistent conclusion of the
studies is that there is not a one-to-one correspondenc
tween steady-state spectra and the time-dependent S
shift function, S(t): ‘‘...steady-state spectroscopy may n
always be a good predictor for dynamical behavior.’’14 

Bhattacharyya and co-workers have measured the t
dependent fuorescence of the dye molecule, Coumarin 
in solventless zeolites,4 aqueous micelles5 and reverse
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micelles,6 in water pools in a sol-gel matrix,7 and vesicles.8 

They found that the long-time solvation dynamics depe
strongly on the environment with a long-time decay of ;0.8 
ns in the sol-gel matrix,7 0.6–2.4 ns in micelles ~using dif-
ferent surfactants!,5 8–12 ns in reverse micelles,6 11 ns in 
vesicles,8 and ;15.4 ns in the solventless zeolites.4 ~The 
solvent relaxation dynamics for Coumarin 480 in bulk aq
ous solution takes place in 310 fs.20! In the case of revers
micelles they investigated two water pool sizes and fo
S(t) exhibits a single 8 ns decay for the smaller water p
and a biexponential decay of 1.7 and 12 ns for the la
pool.6 ~Their time resolution is ;80 ps.! 

Sarkar and co-workers have investigated the solva
dynamics of Coumarin 490 in aqueous reverse micelles
Coumarin 152A in acetonitrile and methanol reve
micelles.22 In all cases they fnd biexponential decay of S(t) 
with the fast decay ;0.5–1.7 ns and the long-time deca
7.6–15.5 ns. In the aqueous reverse micelles the longes
cay time was essentially independent of the water pool 
and the shorter time constant was smaller for the larger
vent pool. Interestingly, they found for Coumarin 152A 
acetonitrile reverse micelles solvation times that were es
tially independent of solvent pool size; this is not observe
aqueous or methanol reverse micelles. This is consistent
our results for CH3I, another nonhydrogen bonding solven

Baumann et al. have investigated solvation dynamics 
sol-gels with pore diameters of 25–75 Å.16,17 They measured
the steady-state spectra and time-dependent Stokes sh
nile blue and Coumarin 153 ~C153! in ethanol inside the
sol-gel pores. In the case of nile blue ~a cationic dye with a
negative counterion! they found a small blueshift in th
steady-state absorption spectrum and a redshift in the 
rescence spectrum with increasing pore diameter ~50 vs 75 
Å!.16 For C153 ~a neutral molecule! the absorption spectrum
was unchanged and the fuorescence redshifted betwee
and 50 Å pores.17 The results for the neutral C153 molecu
are consistent with our simulations; spectral shifts 
charged solutes such as nile blue can display distinctly 
ferent properties.52 For both molecules they found S(t) ex-
hibited a triexponential decay ~they could not resolve an
subpicosecond component to the dynamics! in both bulk and 
confned solutions; the fastest components were on the 
scale of a few picoseconds while the slower ones were 
of picoseconds, the longest being ;100 ps. The solvation
dynamics slowed signifcantly upon confnement ~and were 
slowest for the smallest pores!. Interestingly they found for
C153 the fastest decay time ~;1.7 ps! was roughly the same
for the bulk and 25 and 50 Å pores whereas the two lon
decay times were reduced as the pore size was increas
contrast, all decay times were reduced with increasing p
size for nile blue. In addition, the amplitudes of the differ
decay components changed with pore size; this was not
for nile blue. Further, they infer for C153 ~from differences 
between the static and dynamic Stokes shifts! a decreasing
inertial component with decreasing pore size. Thus, the
sults for C153 are generally consistent with our simulati
while those for nile blue exhibit distinct differences. Ba
mann et al. proposed an enhanced polarization feld mo
IP license or copyright, see http://jcp.aip.org/jcp/copyright.jsp 
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and a steric hindrance model to account for the obse
results.16 

Clearly our model system does not represent the ele
static interactions and fexibility present in the ‘‘cavity’’ wa
of a reverse micelle or even a sol-gel matrix and we have
used water ~or ethanol! as the solvent. However, it is inte-
esting to examine the general features in our results tha
also observed in experimental measurements. These in
~1! the Stokes shift typically increases with increasing s
vent pool size, ~2! S(t) decays on multiple time scales, a
~3! the amplitudes, Ai in Eq. ~4.1!, display a nonmonotoni
dependence on solvent pool size in some cases. Key d-
ences include ~1! in most, though not all, cases experime
observe consistent redshifts in the absorption spectra, an~2! 
they see a biexponential decay of S(t) in some cases. Dif
ferentiating the generic solvation properties of confned 
vents from those dependent on cavity characteristics wil
quire additional theoretical and experimental work. 

VI. CONCLUDING REMARKS 

The time-dependent fuorescence of a model diato
molecule with a charge transfer electronic transition in C3I 
confned in spherical cavities has been simulated by none
librium molecular dynamics. The effects of cavity size a
solution density have been explored. 

Time decay of the normalized Stokes shift functio
S(t), is triexponential. The three time scales can be roug
attributed to inertial motion ~,300 fs!, solvent reorienta
tional dynamics ~;1.5–3 ps!, and solute motion toward t
cavity interior ~;15–40 ps!. These simulations confrm
prediction made previously that diffusive solute motion c
be observed in the time-dependent fuorescence of solut
nanoconfned solvents.45 The solute motion that is observ
able in the long-time component of S(t) is slower the larger
the solution density. The time-dependent average solute
sition is single-exponential at the low density conside
here but biexponential at the higher density. 

While the Stokes shift increases with the cavity rad
the normalized Stokes shift function S(t), Eq. ~3.1!, does not
show a consistent trend with cavity size. Ultimately this i
result of the changes in the solute molecule position di
bution with cavity size in the ground and excited states
well as the local solvent densities. These affect the am
tudes of the different time-components of S(t). In the low 
density case, r51.4 g/cm3, a trend with cavity size can b
recovered by dividing the nonequilibrium trajectories in
those starting near and away from the cavity wall. T
present results indicate that time-dependent fuoresc
measurements may not necessarily be indicative of ca
size, even when the steady-state fuorescence spectra a

It remains for future studies to determine exactly h
generic the role of solute motion is in time-dependent f
rescence measurements. It is likely that cavity prope
~e.g., shape, roughness, surface functionality!, solute mol-
ecule characteristics ~e.g., size, dipole moment changes!, a
solvent ~e.g., size, polarity, hydrogen bonding ability! will all 
have an effect. However, the present simulations indicate
the combination of position-dependent solvation proper
of nanoconfned solvents and signifcant changes in ch
Downloaded 14 Apr 2004 to 129.237.102.142. Redistribution subject to A
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distributions of solutes means that solute motion should
considered in interpreting TDF experiments. More genera
these results have implications for charge transfer react
~e.g., electron or proton transfer! in confned solvents where
solute motion may be a component of the reaction coo
nate; this is an area we are currently investigating. 
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